Client Feedback

Feedback from clients we’ve worked with recently…
“Patrick coached me for a year and it was one of the best coaching experiences I have had to date. His
ability to understand and realise what your coaching needs are impressive. I found that Patrick has a
unique ability to determine if you need more guidance on a business level or if it is more personal
development that is required. From his experience he is able to easily switch between business and
personal needs as required. Patrick is very easy to talk to and from the get go we interacted as old
friends would. The most significant part of my coaching was the fact that, like me, Patrick ‘operates’
from a trust and integrity base – these qualities are very hard to find! If you are looking for a genuinely
authentic person with vast coaching experience look no further!!”
IT Project Manager, Pharmaceuticals, South Africa
“Patrick coached me for a year and he was fantastic! He was very quickly able to understand my
personality and therefore employ the right coaching method for me. He has a vast amount of
experience and knowledge and was able to teach me how to better deal with day to day issues as well
as look at the bigger picture and plan for the future. He had the right balance between providing help
and support when I needed it and teaching me to get to the answers myself. Patrick is very easy to get
on with - my sessions with him flew by! If you're looking for a coach, look no further!”
Senior Analyst, Finance, UK
“Patrick is an exceptionally skilled facilitator, and an absolute pleasure to work with. He invests time and
energy into crafting training sessions that are perfectly tailored to the task at hand - and this has been
evident in the results. I believe he's had a brilliant and lasting impact on the way our team works
together.”
Sustainable Sourcing, Food, UK
“Patrick is an outstanding coach and mentor and I have found him invaluable in helping me to think
through responses to clients on leadership and change management issues. Moreover, interactive
effectiveness is a key driver of Great Teams, Harvard Business Review, Apr 2012, and Patrick is an expert
on this.”
Leadership Coach, UK
“Patrick is not only a proactive and reliable person but also very inspiring. Patrick is dedicated, careful,
open minded and an energetic perfectionist. An experienced and goal oriented person with lots of
knowledge in various fields. Patrick never refuses you when you ask him for help. His big proficiency and
leadership and skills make him the perfect coach.”
Bid and Supply Manager, Law, UK
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